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3-in-1 Stylus Pen

The Adesso CyberPen 303B is the perfect accessory for all your
touch screen devices. Use the stylus rubber tip to navigate,
draw, take notes and interact with all your touch screen
devices more accurately and fingerprint free. The stylus pen
also features an ink pen for you to quickly jot down notes on
paper anywhere you go. Simply pull the center of the pen out
and switch from stylus to ink pen within seconds. With the
built-laser pointer of a 200m range, the CyberPen 303B lets
you stay on point during any meeting or presentation.
3-in-1 Executive Stylus Pen
Stylus pen features both a rubber tip to navigate touch
screen devices and ink pen to write down notes.

Drawing &
Painting Control
Stylus Material
Pen Type
Color
Ink Color
Dimensions

Compatibility:

Drawing & Painting Control
The stylus pen rubber tip provides better control for drawing
and painting with your device applications, so you can control
every detail.

Includes:

Compatible With All Touch Screen Devices
CyberPen 301 works with all touch screen devices, including
popular brands: iPad 2, Galaxy Tab, PlayBook & Xoom.

Stylus Prevents
Fingerprints

Specifications:

Accurate Response
The stylus pen rubber tip provides a more accurate response
than using fingers, so you always select what you want.

Prevents Fingerprints & Scratches
The stylus rubber tip prevents unwanted fingerprints on
screens and won’t scratch your screen.

Ink Pen for
Notes

Rubber
Ballpoint
Black
Black
5.7 x 0.40” (145mm x 11mm)

All Capacitive Touch-Screen Devices
• Tablets (e.g. iPad 2, iPad, Galaxy, Xoom, PlayBook)
• Smartphones (e.g. iPhone, BlackBerry, HTC)
• MP3/MP4 Players (e.g. iPod Touch)
(1) Adesso CyberPen 303B Executive Stylus Pen

Shipping Information:
Item

UPC Code

CyberPen 303B 783750007108

Package Dimensions Pkg Wt. Inner Ctn/Mst
Ctn Qty
7.7 x 3 x 0.4"

4 oz

20/80

